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Russian occupying authorities “vastly and deliberately” played down the death toll from this
summer’s destruction of a Moscow-controlled dam in southern Ukraine, the Associated
Press reported Thursday, citing residents, volunteers and health workers.

Moscow-installed officials said 59 people drowned in the days after the June 6 Kakhovka dam
breach, which sparked massive floods in the Kherson region over the next 19 days. Russia and
Ukraine have traded blame over the dam's breach on the Dnipro River.

According to AP’s investigation that focused on the town of Oleshky, one of the most-
populated places affected by the flooding, health workers said they believed 200-300 people
had died there.

Oleshky had a population of 16,000 before the flood.

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-dam-takeaways-1990ddd405844c189bb4cfac9384b6ec


A volunteer who spoke with AP on condition of anonymity said she and her team picked up at
least 100 bodies before she was threatened and blocked from collecting any more by the local
Russian-installed authorities.

Related article: In Photos: Dam Breach in Russian-Controlled Ukraine Floods Surrounding
Areas

The news agency said the high death toll was partly caused by the authorities downplaying the
consequences of the damage, which led residents to believe they would not be affected.

Several of AP’s interview subjects described mass graves where bodies were hurriedly buried
in the first days of the floods.

AP was able to confirm the location of at least one mass grave in the yard of a local Orthodox
church.

Residents, volunteers and health workers told AP that occupying authorities were “nowhere
to be seen” for the first three days after the destruction.

When they returned on June 9, AP wrote that the authorities strictly forbade doctors at a local
hospital from issuing death certificates for drowning victims, but allowed them for those who
died of natural causes.

Many of those who were willing to speak with the U.S.-headquartered global news agency
asked for anonymity out of fear of undermining the safety of family members left behind in
Russian-occupied territory.
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